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Division of Marks 

S.No. Topic/Section No. of Question Marks

EVS

HOTS (High Order thinking Skill)

Reasoning & Mental Ability

Total

25
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15
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INSTRUCTIONS :

1. Use Blue/Black ballpoint pen only to darken the appropriate circle.

2. Mark should be dark and should completely fill the circle.

3. Dark only one circle for each entry.

4. Dark the circle in the space provided only.

5. Rough work must not be done on the answer sheet and do not use white 

 -fluid or any other rubbing material on Answer sheet.

6. Each ques�on carries one mark.



TIME: 1 Hour              M.M.: 50

Select the correct answer and darken your answer in the table : 

        EVS

1. The main occupation of people in India is....................
 (A) Mining    (B) Farming  (C) Fishing  (D) A and C Both

2. Sarpanch is the head of the ...................
 (A) Court        (B) Municipal Committee 
 (C) Gram panchayat       (D) None of these

3. Early human settled near ...................
 (A) Mountains   (B) River   (C) Oceans  (D) Forest

4. A home for fish is known as
 (A) A Formicaries      (B) A Vivarium
 (C) An aquarium      (D) None of these

5. Which of the following gas support burning?
 (A) Nitrogen       (B) Carbon dioxide
 (C) Oxygen       (D) None of these

6. There are many kinds of animals in the world. We should take good care of animals. We 
 must not hunt them for our benefit. Choose the correct option you would do to take care of 
 animals.
 I.  We should give proper food to animal  
 II. We should plant more trees.
 III. Flower we should kill animal for our food.
 IV. We should give them clean water to drink.
 
 (A) I and II        (B) II and III
 (C) I, II and IV       (D) II, III and IV

7. Which bird does not make its nest. It lays its eggs in the crow's nest?
 (A) Flamingo       (B) Koel
 (C) Pigeon       (D) Grey heron

8. Four pupils made a statement each about the ostrich shown below.

 Anu   : Ostriches are birds.
 Anil   : Ostriches can not fly.
 Rohan  : Ostriches lays eggs.
 Sonal  : Ostriches have feather.

 (A) Anu        (B) Anil  
 (C) Rohan        (D) Sonal

9. I am coloursless and tasteless. I take the shape of the contains. There is earth is possible  
 without me. Who I am?
 (A) Food    (B) Water   (C) Air   (D) Milk
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10. Boiling water in a container and clouds are

 (A) Steem        (B) Oxygen
 (C) Water vapour      (D) Droplets of water

11. Children who exercise regularly need more amount of

 (A) Proteins       (B) Carbohydrates
 (C) Both A and B      (D) Vitamins

12. Among the following dishes, the Indian dish is
 (A) Burger        (B) Noodle
 (C) Chips        (D) Chapatti

13. Looks at the picture and answer the question given below

 The above food item are example of
 (A) Healthy food      (B) Junk Food
 (C) Notorious food      (D) None of these

14. Which of the following is the cheapest sources of mass communication

 (A)          (B) 

 (C)          (D) 
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15. 15 Who am i ?
 I am comfortable and safe.
 I am fully Air-Conditioned.
 I have automatic door opening and closing.
 I am fast too!
 Who i am?

 (A) Aeroplane       (B) Metro train
 (C) Car        (D) Train

16. Which of the following organ does not skull protects?

 (A) Ears        (B) Nose
 (C) Eyes        (D) Brain

17. The skeleton of a new born baby is only partially made up of bones, what is the rest of the 
 skeleton made of?
 (A) Ribs        (B) Backbone
 (C) Skull        (D) Cartilage

18. Which type of motion is possessed by the soldiers in a parade?

 (A) Periodic motion      (B) Circular motion
 (C) Linear motion      (D) None of these

19. Ritu wants to purchase 2m cloth for her uniform. which of the following measuring 
 instrument will shopkeeper use to measure 2m cloth
 (A) Electronics Balance      (B) Weighing balance
 (C) Measuring Tap      (D) Measuring cylinder

20. Which of the following symbols represent no parking?

 (A)          (B) 

 (C)          (D) 
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21. First aid should be given to injured person..............
 (A) After one hour      (B) Immediately
 (C) After when/he she is fit    (D) None of these

22. Airplane is means of ..................
 (A) Land transport      (B) Air transport
 (C) Water transport      (D) None of these

23. The earth is ................. in shape.
 (A) Flat        (B) Round
 (C) Square       (D) Triangle

24. The would largest ocean is ..............
 (A) Axis        (B) Atlantic
 (C) Indian        (D) Pacific

25. Which of the most populated country in the world?
 (A) Aunt        (B) China
 (C) Russia       (D) America

     HOTS (Higher Order Thinking Skill)

26. Which one of the following can not be kept in the first aid box?
 (A) Crop bandage      (B) Dettol
 (C) Cold Drink       (D) None of these

27. How many state of matter are there?
 (A) Two        (B) One
 (C) Three        (D) Five

28. When a gas changing into a liquid, it is called
 (A) Solidification      (B) Melting
 (C) Condensation      (D) All of these

29. The best soil for the growth of plant is
 (A) Loamy soil       (B) Clay soil
 (C) Gravel soil       (D) Sandy soil

30. Time taken by the earth is complete one rotation is
 (A) 12 hours       (B) 36 hours
 (C) 24 hours       (D) 48 hours

31. Rotation of the Earth causes
 (A) Changes in seasons     (B) Day and night
 (C) Plants to grow      (D) Rain and thunderstorm

32. The distance between the moon and the earth is
 (A) 3,84,400 km      (B) 4,20,000 km
 (C) 3,58,500 km      (D) 3,80,400 km

33. I am a land plant. My leaves are used as a vegetable and seeds are used to produce oil. 
 Who am I?
 (A) Mustard       (B) Day and night
 (C) Broccoli        (D) Cabbage
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34. Which of the following should not be done to keep surrounding clean?
 (A) Using safe water to drink    (B) Do not spit in the open place
 (C) Throwing garbage on the road   (D) Cleaning our daily

35. How can be tell if something is making sound even if we can't hear it?
 (A) The item will get larger    (B) The Item will get smaller
 (C) The item will get vibrating    (D) All of these

     Reasoning and mental ability

36. Look at the pattern of number given below
 15, 25, 35, 45, .....?
 If the pattern continues increasing in the same way, what will be the next number?
 (A) 25        (B) 65
 (C) 55        (D) 75

37. Fine the letter, which will end the first word and start the second word.

 (A) M        (B) R
 (C) E         (D) I

38.  Select a figure from the four alternatives, which when placed in the blank space of fig. (x).

 (A)          (B) 

 (C)          (D) 

39.  Select a figure from the four alternatives, which when placed in the blank space of fig. (x).

 (A)      (B)     (C)     (D) 

O N ? A T
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40. Complete the pattern in fig. (x) by selecting one of the figures form the four alternatives.

 (A)     (B)    (C)    (D)

41. Look at the series 36, 34, 30, 28, 24..? what number should come next?
 (A) 20         (B) 22
 (C) 23`        (D) 26

42. If 'BOAT' is called 'CAR' CAR is called SCOOTER and SCOOTER is called TRUCK then 
 which vehicle is two wheeler?
 (A) boat        (B) scooter
 (C) truck        (D) car

43. If you are eleventh in the queue starting either in the end, how many boys are her in the 
 queue?
 (A) 11        (B) 20
 (C) 21        (D) 22

44. In the alphabetical order A,B,C,D.....................Z which letter is eleventh to the left of the 
th letter which is 4  to the right of T?

 (A) K         (B) O
 (C) I         (D) M

45. Choose the correct mirror image of the figure (X) from amongst the four alternatives.

  X    (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)

 (A) 1     (B) 2    (C) 3   (D) 4

46. If the first two statement are true, then the third statement is 
 I. Taniya is older than Rahul
 II. Rohan is older than Taniya
 III. Rahul is older than Rahan
 (A) True        (B) False
 (C) Uncertain       (D) None of these

47. If in a certain Language, MADRAS is coded as NBESBT, how is BOMBAY coded in that 
 code?
 (A) CPNCBX       (B) CPOCBZ
 (C) CPOCBZ       (D) CQOCBZ
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48. Observe the position of the toffees carefully and answer the questions based on them

  1  2  3  4  5  6  7
       Figure -X
 If toffees 3 is removed from the row, then how many toffees are there in between toffees 2 
 and toffees 6 ?
 (A) 4         (B) 4
 (C) 2         (D) 3

49. In question48. Figure-X. If the position of the toffees 2 and toffees 5 are interchanged, 
 then which toffee is second to the left of the second 2?
 (A) 4         (B) 5
 (C) 2         (D) 3

50. Choose the alternative which is closly resmbles the mirror image of the given 
 combination.

 (A) 1         (B) 2
 (C) 3         (D) 4

1  B
2  C
3  B
4  C
5  C
6  C
7  B
8  B
9  B
10  D

ANSWER KEY

11  A
12  D
13  C
14  B
15  B
16  D
17  D
18  D
19  C
20  D

21  C
22  B
23  C
24  D
25  B
26  C
27  C
28  C
29  A
30  B

31  B
32  B
33  A
34  C
35  C
36  C
37  C
38  D
39  D
40  A

41  B
42  C
43  C
44  D
45  C
46  B
47  B
48  C
49  B
50  B

ANS43Q12
(1) 21Q34SNA (2) 

(4) SNA34Q21(3) 12Q43ANS

ANS43Q12
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